
 

1. Choose the current formula for gross profit margin. 
a) Gross sales – gross profit / cost of goods sold 
b) Gross profit/ gross sales  
c) Gross sales/gross profit  
d) Gross sales + cost of goods sold/ gross profit  

2. Fill in the following for the income statement below:  
o Gross Profit 
o Gross Profit Margin  

Income Statement for Year Ending December 31, 2018 
(in millions) 

Gross sales  $420,000 
Less cost of goods 
sold 

 $268,000 

Gross profit  $152,000 
   

Gross Profit Margin = 36% 
 

Explanation: To calculate gross profit margin in this example, you must first solve for gross profit ( gross 
sales – cost of goods sold). Then you divide gross profit into gross sales ( gross profit/gross sales. 
Remember to multiply the answer by 100 to get a percentage.  

3. If cost of goods sold increased by 15 percent, how would that impact the gross profit margin? 
a) Gross profit margin would remain the same 
b) Sales would increase by 15 percent  
c) Gross profit margin would decrease  
d) Gross profit margin would increase by 15 percent  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Match the following environmental sectors to the appropriate environmental descriptors. Place 
the alphabet in the far left column that matches the correct sector.  

Answer Sector  Descriptors  
F Technology a. Competition, size, and composition of 

similar firms 
G Raw Materials  b. Growth, interest rates, unemployment 

rates, recession 
D Human Resource c. Federal, state, and local laws and agency 

requirements, judicial system, taxes; 
political process 

B Financial d. Labor market, universities, high schools, 
technical schools, employees in other 
organizations 

A Industry e. Consumers, clients, patients, students  
H Economic f. Research institutes , R&D departments, 

new machines, scientific journals, 
automation 

C Government g. Suppliers, parts, manufactures  
E Consumer h. Banks, stock market, venture capitalists, 

savings and loans  
 

5. Which of the following is NOT on of Michael Porter’s grand strategies?  
a) Differentiation  
b) Cost Leadership  
c) Prospector  
d) Focus  

6. The supply chain is an example of  
a) Flexible internal organization boundaries.  
b) A tendency to draw core competencies back into the organization. 
c) An extended organization. 
d) An organizational structural change required by lean manufacturing principles.  

7. Which of the following BEST describes a business case? 
a) Cost-benefit analysis of business concept 
b) Market research into acceptability of new service or product 
c) Scenario-based test of a business plan 



d) Analysis of a problem and of possible solutions  
8. What is the first step of strategy formulation? 

a) Analyze the environment to identify opportunities and threats 
b) Formulate the strategy  
c) Analyze the environment to identify strengths and weaknesses  
d) Identify the organization’s mission and decide “what business are we in?” 

 

9. An HR professional is charged with selecting a new HRIS for the organization. The HR 
Professional has already assembled a committee. What should be done next? 

a) Define selection parameters  
b) Conduct a needs assessment  
c) Create a list of available HRIS products  
d) Request bids from vendors  

10. Which of the following is NOT a part of strategy evaluation? 
a) Take corrective action 
b) Identify threats and opportunities  
c) Measure organizational performance 
d) Determine which people are not performing well 


